PARANORMAL MEDIA FESTIVAL
BAN 2015

-1 ORGANIZATION AND OBJECTS
The association "Unione Arti Performative U.A.P. ! proclaims the second edition of the short films ,
documentaries and soundtracks contest known as "PARANORMAL MEDIA FESTIVAL". A contest that intends to
reward works about paranormal , nay those alleged events unexplained by the science , called abnormals
( ghost, spirits, Marian apparitions ,miracles , astral tralling ,post mortem, telepathy, telekinesis, ufos ...)

-2 DATE AND LOCATION

the contest will be done in the autumn of 2015 ( the date must be defined) in the wonder and suggestive
baronial castle of Maenza (Latina,Italy)

-3 CONTEST
are allowed short fiction films , documentaries and soundtracks , from every part of the world , previously
selected by the contest's crew.
the president of the jury will nominate the winner short film ,
conclusive day of the contest.

documentary , and soundtrack

during the last

SHORT FILM SECTION

Section doesn't allow fiction shorts longer that 20 minutes to be in keeping , and the shorts must talk about
the contest's theme. are not allowed works presented in the previous contest's edition.

DOCUMENTARY
The filming of the location must be submitted in original form with original sound without using special effects

post production.It is permitted the

use of music only to create atmosphere.

SOUNDTRACKS

Will be allowed soundtracks of new composition or new arrangiament of music already pubblished. The
candidate must achieve the soundtrack exclusively basing on the video pubblished on
www.unioneartiperformative.it.

WARNING!
If the works proposed (in the section documentaries and soundtracks ) will be lower of the minimal number
prestabilished , they will be esclused by the contest.
But the candidate will be able to resubmit his work to the third edition of Paranormal Media Festival.

4- REGISTRATION

The registration can be made only after the completion of the form. Will be allowed the works sent before the
15th september 2015 , demonstrated by the postmark or the email's date of dispatch.
The organizers will guard the works submitted, but will not be responsible for lost or damage during the
shipment.

Partecipation in the competition is open to all artists italian and foreigner.
There isn't age limitation, or constraints of residence or citizenship. the works must be in italian or foreigner
with italian subtitles, ( also the dialects must be subtitled), and respect the contest theme.
Are allowed works presented yet in other contests, and each candidate can submit more works.
5- ENTRY FEE

The entry fee will be required just at the candidates select by the contest's crew. the acceptance or refuse of
the works will be comunicated within 10 days of the end of this band. if the work is accepted the candidate will
pay the fee within 3 days of the comunication , or the candidate will be disqualified.

The entry fee change in base of the

contest's sections

-20 eurs for the short's section
- 10 euros for the soundtrack's section
-5 euros for the students belonging to all sections.

All the students belonging to cinema's school , conservatories or national schools certified will pay the total
feed of 5 euros. the students must attach the certificate of attendance writtend by the official entity.
The

entry fee will remain unchanged

for those candidates

who will present more of a work.

6-FORMATS
-The formats allowed for the audiovisual works are the following:MPEG4-AVI-ASPECT RATIO 16:9
-The formats allowed for the audio works are the following: MP3- WAVE
these formats must burned on the respective DVD and CD-ROM.

-7 SHIPPING

must be sent annexed to the works:
- short report about the work
-entry form filled in , downloadable on the site www.unioneartiperformative.it
-valid copy of the identity's document of the
-eventual

author

curriculum vitae of the author

-eventual high definition pictures of the author

all the matierial must be sent within the 15th september of 2015 :
- to the address
Scalo (LT) CAP 04013

Ass. Culturaleunione Arti Performative c/o Antonio Veneziano, via Epicuro 45/A, Latina

it's necessary write on the DVD / CD ROM the name , the surname and the title of the work.
- E-mail address : info@unioneartiperformative.it
paranormalmediafestival@gmail.it (file with upload)
dropbox

(http://dropbox.com/)

or

Wetransfer (http://www.wetransfer.com/about)

write in the subject "paranormalMediaFestival2015_Nome e Cognome"
name the fil with the name and surname of the author and the title of the work.
FOR THE STUDENTS, ATTACH THE CERTIFICATE OF ATTENDANCE (ISSUED BY SCHOOL)

8 AWARD
-best short
-best documentary
-best soundtrack
The award includes sums of money and

plates.

Any other awards or honorable mentions will be awarded by the jury of experts.
9- WORKSHOP AND CONFERENCES
During the contest there will be the chance to

follow workshops and conferences lectured by the experts.

10- RIGHTS AND PROTECTION
The author allows the projection and reproduction of the work during the final event and any other
rassegne linked to it; He declares to be entitled to all the rights of the work, no one
excluded, and that the contents of the same do not violate applicable laws or the rights of another and that the
work does not
It presents libelous contents. In any case, the developer exempts the organization from any
responsibility for the content of the short screened in public.
Participation in the competition implies full and unconditional acceptance of these rules.

The advertising carried out for the purpose of communicating the event will be consistent with this Regulation.
The
winner will be personally contacted by the Cultural Uap! and sourced information
necessary for the use of the prize. The award is in no way transferable or changeable.
The Cultural Association Uap! assumes no responsibility for any errors in sending the
documentation from the participants due to postal problems not attributable to the same. Dates
personal information collected will be handled in compliance with current legislation (Legislative Decree no.
196/03). All the
Participants in the competition are required to accept these rules. The winner can not dispute the
award, or request the corresponding value in cash or change / replacement, for no
reason. The participation in the event in question involves the acceptance of any part of the
Regulation without any reserve. Any attempt of fraud and any misrepresentation or false implies
in immediate disqualification. E 'strictly forbidden to modify or groped to change the provisions relating to
sweepstakes, in particular the procedure and the elements determining the success of the same.
The Ass. Cult. Uap! We reserve the right to take legal action against anyone who does not respect this
Regulation or acts in such behaviors of fraud or attempted fraud. The Ass. Cult. Uap! not Yes
He is responsible for the content of short films made even in the event of any claims by
the third party may portrayed in films.

